Brightstar Corp.

Description: This private company report on Brightstar Corp. provides a detailed Brightstar Corp. company profile, consisting of Brightstar Corp. financials, Brightstar Corp. annual revenues, Brightstar Corp. annual revenues, Brightstar Corp. mergers and acquisitions details, including where Brightstar Corp. acquires another company, Brightstar Corp. competitors or competitive position / products / services, Brightstar Corp. founders, and more private company information on Brightstar Corp.

Brightstar Corp. summary:

Brightstar Corporation is a privately-held global services company that distributes wireless devices for wireless and IT companies, offers product management solutions, and provides supply chain optimization solutions. Brightstar Corporation was founded in 1997 by R. Marcelo Claure. Brightstar headquarters are located in Miami, Florida. 20:20 Mobile, a leading provider of distribution and integrated supply chain solutions to the European mobile industry. The acquisition will enable Brightstar to more easily serve the entire European marketplace.
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